§2 we show that for such a ring !F, co(X, !F) is a Z-compactification, in fact IF consists of the traces on X of all zero-sets in co(X, &). This is not the case for all normal bases. Hager [6] , has shown that the zero-sets of certain inverse-closed subalgebras of C(X) (called algebras) also have this property. Indeed, we show there is a one-to-one correspondence between algebras and separating nest generated intersection rings. Thus theorems about w(rF) and v(!F) are equivalent to theorems concerning certain spaces of maximal ideals. Although we will give direct proofs here, several have been proved in [6] , [7] , and [9] . We will indicate the sources of these earlier proofs.
In §5 we consider the family ¿¡f*(X) of all compactifications provided by separating nest generated intersection rings on X. In some cases S£*(X) has only one element, but it can be arbitrarily large. If X is locally compact, £C*(X) is a complete lattice under the usual ordering of compactifications, but is not always a sublattice of the lattice of all Hausdorff compactifications. Thus the algebras in C(X) also form a complete lattice.
Preliminaries.
1.1 A family !F of closed subsets of X will be called separating if for each closed set H^Xand each point//,/? $ H, there are disjoint sets inJ^ one containing H and the other containing//. The family ¡F will be called a ring if it is closed under finite unions and finite intersections, and will be called an intersection ring if it is a ring which is closed under countable intersections. A sequence {Fn} of sets in J5" is called a nest in ¡F if there is a sequence {HA in IF such that Y-//n + 1<=Fn+1 <= X-//"<= F" for n = 1, 2,.... A family J^ of closed sets is nest generated if for each member F of IF there is a nest {FA in J^" such that F=(] {Fn : n e N}. Throughout the rest of the paper we will let £P(X) denote the family of all separating, nest-generated intersection rings on X.
1.2 A family !F of closed subsets of Y is called normal if disjoint sets in ÏF can be separated by disjoint complements of sets in !F. Frink [4] showed that a Fi-space is completely regular if and only if it has a separating, normal ring. In [13] the second author introduced the concept of a separating nest generated intersection ring which is stronger than that of a separating normal ring and has the additional property that the trace of a separating nest generated intersection ring on any subspace is also such a ring. (Proof given in [13] .) We now state and outline the proof of some facts concerning nest generated families which will be needed.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.6 Lemma. 7/"^" is a nest generated ring and !FX is the family of countable intersections of members of F, then Fx is nest generated.
Proof. Let K=C] {t7¡ e F : i e N} where for each i, G¡ is the intersection of the nest {£¡>n} in F. If for each ne N, An = C] {£," : 1 ^/'^«}, then {An} is a nest in F and £=Pl {¿n -n e N}. Thus Fx is nest generated.
1.7 Lemma. If F and (8 are nest generated intersection rings, then the ring IF + 18 of countable intersections of finite unions of members of !F \J 18 is a nest generated intersection ring. Moreover if F or (S is separating, then so is F' +18.
Proof. Clearly !F +18 is an intersection ring and since ¡F u <& is nest generated, by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, so is F +18.
1.8 If J5" is a separating normal ring on X then the Wallman space, wiX, F), of all ultrafilters on F is a Hausdorff compactification of X, [2] , [4] , [12] , [14] . When there is no question as to the space X, we will simply write cu(J^).
1.9 Using the notation of [5] , C(Ä") will denote the ring of all continuous realvalued functions on X, C*iX) will denote the bounded functions in C(Â") and Z[X] will denote the family of zero-sets on X, Z[X] = {f*\0) :fe C(A")}. A cozeroset is the complement of a zero-set. All spaces will be assumed to be Tychonoff. 2.1 If F e f?iX) then by Lemma 1.3, F isa normal separating ring; so, <¿>iF) is a Hausdorff compactification. It is known [5] that every zero-set in ßX is a countable intersection of closures of zero-sets in X. If F e fé?iX) then <i¡iF) satisfies the analogous condition: every zero-set in oeiF) is a countable intersection of closures of sets in IF. The intersection of the zero-sets in ßX with X gives the zero-sets in X; the intersections of the zero-sets in wiF) with X give F. 2. 4 We note that the relation stated in Corollary 2.3 does not hold for normal bases. For example, let X be the discrete space of cardinality c, ¡F={F<=-X : F finite or JT-F finite} and <g = {F^X : F finite or A'-F countable}. <8 is in &(X) but rF is not. co(rF) = co((S) is the one point compactification of X.
2.5 We will define £f*(X) to be the family of all Hausdorff compactifications of X of the form a)(!F), for some J^" 6 3?(X). The family Z[X] of all zero-sets on X is in SC(X) so the Stone-Cech compactification of X, ßX, is in £C*(X) since ßX=co(Z[X]).
2.6 Theorem. The one-point compactification X* of a noncompact locally compact space X is in £C*(X) if and only if X is not Lindelôf.
Before proving this theorem we need the following lemma. Every family in =Sf(X) gives a Hausdorff compactification of X, but not every compactification Y of X can be obtained in this way, although the trace on X of the zero-sets in Y is in £P(X). The following order does hold, however. Proof. To show that co(!F) ä Y we will show that the identity map on X has a continuous extension from «/(#") onto Y. We will denote the closure of F in <» (&) by cl F and in Y by F".
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This lemma allows us to prove an analogue to the theorem in [5] that if X^-T ßXthenßT=ßX.
2.9 Theorem. IfiFe&iX), X<=T<=o>iX,F) and
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, £«(£, F') ä îu(â", F). X is dense in £ so «*(£, F') is a Hausdorff compactification of Â" and if 18={Z n, X :ZeZ[wÇT, F')]}, by Lemma 2.8 again, wtX, IS) £ w(£, ¿F'). But if Z e Z [u>(£, F')] then ZnTeF'so ZnT =Z'nT for some Z' eZKJ, J^)]. Thus Zn X=Z' n XeF and ^<=JF rom [15] it follows that u>iX, F)^oeiX, IS) and the desired equality results. 3. Wallman realcompactifkations.
3.1 Let F e ä'iX) and define viX, F) to be the family of all ultrafilters on F which have the countable intersection property. X^viX, F)^a>iX, F) and the topology on viX, F), taking sets of the form F*={qe viX, F) : Feq}, for FeF, as a base for the closed sets, coincides with the topology on viX, F) considered as a subspace of a>iX, F). When there is no question as to the space X, we will write v(X, F) as simply viF).
3.2 Theorem. For F e f£iX), viF) is a realcompact space ilsbell [9, /? . 117] and
Hager [6, 5.3 
(c)]).
Proof. First we show that for every zero-set Z eZ[o>iF)], Z n viF)^ 0 implies Z n AV 0■ Let qeZc\ viF). Z is a countable intersection of zero-set neighborhoods {Zn}, and Zccl (Zn n I)cZn for each «. Thus q e cl (Zn c\ X) so Znc\ X is in the ultrafilter q. This ultrafilter has the countable intersection property so
Zn X=C]{Znn X: neN}^0.
Since /? e cl Fn<=z" for each n, peZ, and since Z n X= 0, Z n t/(,^) = 0. Each cozero-set in a compact space is realcompact [5] and v(F) is the intersection of all the cozero-sets containing it and, as such, is realcompact.
3.3 As a result of Theorem 3.2, a realcompact space will be called a Wallman realcompactification of X if it is of the form v(X, F) for some ÏF 6 ¿C(X). The Hewitt realcompactification vX is just v (Z[X] ).
Notice that v(F) need not be X even when X is realcompact. In the example Not all realcompactifications of a space X can be obtained as v(X, ,F) for some IF e ^C(X). In fact, in some cases, only the Hewitt realcompactification can be obtained this way. : Z ese or Z n A= 0 for some A e sé}. It is clear that F is an intersection ring. If H is a closed subset of X and p $ H, then there is a set A e sé such that p $ A. There are disjoint zero-sets Zx and Z2 such that peZx and H\J A<^Z2. Thus Z2esé and Zx C\ Z2= 0 so Zl5 Z2e F and ^ is separating. Now we will show that J5" is nest generated. Every zero-set is the intersection of a nest of zero-sets and if Z e sé then clearly the nest for Z is in Proof. If X is almost compact then X has only one Hausdorff compactification, ßX, and thus only one realcompactification, vX=ßX. If X is Lindelöf then by Lemma 2.7, £i'iX)={Z[X1} so the only Wallman realcompactification is vX. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 prove the converse.
Corollary.
If X is not Lindelöf and not pseudocompact then X has infinitely many Wallman realcompactifications.
Proof. If X is not realcompact then |t>A'-A'|^l and since X is not pseudocompact, \ßX-vX\ ^2C. There are an infinite number of choices for the point p of Lemma 3.6 and each choice gives a different Wallman realcompactification.
If Zis realcompact, the proof of Lemma 3.5 needs to be extended by induction. Let stfx=sé and FX=F be as in 3.5. Assume that for each positive integer k<n, sik and Fk have been defined so that s/k is a filter of zero-sets, closed under countable intersections and C\ s4k = 0 ; Fk = {Z eZ[X] : Z e sik or Z n A = 0 for some A es/k}; s/k_x^s/k; and the associated Wallman realcompactifications viFk) are all distinct.
Since X is realcompact and ¿&n-x has the countable intersection property with D^n-X= 0 ,-^n-i does not converge in ¿SA'and thus can be extended to two distinct ultrafilters of zero-sets, % and V [5] . There are disjoint zero-sets Zef and Z' e'f. Letting sin be the filter generated by s^n_x and Z, we see that s/n is closed under countable intersections, C\s/n=0, and s/n_x£ji/n. If Fn is defined as above, then ¡Fne3?iX). Since Z' is closed in viFn) but not in viFk) for k<n, viFn)¿viFk) for all k<n. For any q^p there is a zero-set containing /? which misses q so q$ {(Z <~\ X)~ : peZ}; thus cp(fUv) = {/?} and ^(J*")) = 5. It is not difficult to see that <p is one-toone on v(F) and that <p(&>(F) -v(F)) = Y-S. Since <p is a closed mapping on co(F), cp is a homeomorphism on u(^). 3.10 Alo and Shapiro [1] have considered normal, separating intersection rings without requiring nest generation and have used the same procedure to obtain extensions. More precisely, they define r¡(F) to be the family of ultrafilters on F which have the countable intersection property, where F is a normal, separating intersection ring. They then ask whether such extensions are realcompact. We will give an example in 3.11 to show that r¡(F) is not always realcompact.
Also, Alo and Shapiro ask whether every realcompactification F of a space X can be obtained as an r¡(F). If A" is a Lindelôf space then rj(F) £ X= vX, and since a noncompact Lindelôf space has realcompactifications other than vX, the answer to their question is negative.
3.11 Let X be the disjoint union of the space W, of all ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinal and D, the uncountable discrete space of cardinality c.
There It is a routine task to check that F is a normal, separating ring, closed under countable intersections.
If % is an ultrafilter on F and F] <% = 0, then either % contains all sets of form (iii) or ^ contains a set of form (ii) . For if Z £ ^ and Z is of form (iii) then there is a fef such that Fr\Z=0. Since Z n D is uncountable, Fn D must be countable so F is of form (ii) . Every set of form (ii) is Lindelôf and thus <% fails to have the countable intersection property. On the other hand if all sets of the form (iii) are in <2T, then Ux e <% for all / e N, and (\ Ux = 0.
Thus, every ultrafilter on F with the countable intersection property converges in X but X is not realcompact. Hence r¡(F) = X and is not realcompact.
3.12 Corollary 2.3 shows that the relation between 3?(X) and the associated Wallman compactifications SC*(X) is one-to-one. This is not the case between ■SC(X) and the associated Wallman realcompactifications as the following example shows.
3.13 Let X= [0, 1] with the discrete topology, let Fx be the family of all closed subsets of X with respect to the usual topology on [0, 1], and let J^ be the family of all subsets of X which are finite or whose complement is countable.
Fx is a nest-generated intersection ring, F2 e ■Sf(A'), so "by Lemma 1.7, F = Fx+ F2e seiX).
If <% is an ultrafilter on F then there is a countable family {An} in <% such that for each n e N, An = [ij-l)/2n,y'/2n] for some j, l^j^2n, and An->An+x. Now C]{An : n e N} = {p}; so if <% has the countable intersection property, then C\m = {/?}. Thus viF)=X=vX. However, F^Z[X]. Other examples of this kind have been given by Isbell [9] , Henriksen and Johnson [8] , and Hager [6] , but as certain inverse-closed subalgebras of CiX). We will investigate this relation in the next section.
4. Inverse-closed subalgebras of CiX). 4.1 By an algebra on X is meant a subalgebra of CiX) which contains the constants, separates points and closed sets, and is closed under uniform convergence and inversion in CiX). If A is an algebra on X, then A* is the set of all bounded functions in A, HiA*) is the structure space of A (the space of maximal ideals of A with the Stone topology [5] ) and HiA) is the intersection of all cozero-sets in HiA*) which contain X. HiA*) is a compactification of X and HiA) is a realcompactification of X. Clearly, HiC*iX))=ßX and £T(C(X)) = vX. 4 .2 Let A be an algebra of X. Then HiA*) is a compactification of X and A* = CiHiA*)) [9] . By Lemma 1.4 the trace on X of zero-sets in HiA*), which is the collection of zero-sets of functions in A*, is in 3?(X). Again from [9] , A is just the family of all continuous functions from HiA*) to the two-point compactification of the reals, which are realvalued on X. Thus if 2£iA)={Zif) : fie A}, then &ÍA) = SiA *)={Zn X.ZeZ [HiA*)]} e jSf(JT). Proof. Let Fe&ÍX) and let A^iF)) = {fi\Xjg\X :fige C(cü(Jf)) and Zig) n X= 0}. By Corollary 2.10, if £ is a cozero set in coiF) containing X, then ßT=wiF). Thus, from a proposition in [6] , AaiwiF)) is an algebra on X and <oiF) = HiA*iojiF))).
Thus F = &iA0ia>iF))) and the correspondence is onto. In [9] it is shown that for each algebra A on X, HiA*) has the property that for each cozero-set Tin HiA*) which contains X, ßT=HiA*). Thus by 5.4 of [6] , if A is any algebra such that %iA) = F={Zr\ X : ZeZ[HiA*)]}, then wiF) = HiA*).
Therefore if 2£iA)=F, A = A0iwiF)) and the correspondence is one-to-one. The family £C*(X) of compactifications of the form w(X, F) for F e ¿C(X) is a subfamily of Ff(X) and has the induced partial order. We will show that any two members of £P*(X) have a l.u.b. in £P*(X) and that ¿¡f*(X) is a complete lattice whenever Ff(X) is. Since JT e J2?(A'), by 5.2 ^F) è a,(^f) and mifS) S wpf). Thus Y^ mLff). But from 2.8 we know oÀ^)^ Y. Thus cupf) = Te^*(A").
If
5.6 Theorem. // A" « locally compact, ä'*iX) is a complete lattice.
Proof. If X is locally compact, Jf(A') is a complete lattice and by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, Se\X) is a lattice. If Fa e jSP(A') for all a in some index set A, then F = l\ {toiFa) : a e A} e X~iX) and in precisely the same manner as in Lemma 5.6, Ye£e*iX). Since f£*iX) has a largest element, ßX, f£*iX) is a complete lattice.
5.7 In general, it is known that Jf(A") need not be a lattice. This follows from a construction of Isbell [10] : if A" is a nonlocally compact, first countable space, then there exists a pair of compactifications of X with no g.l.b. in Jf(A'). Even in this case, however, f£*iX) may be a lattice; for example, if A" isa nonlocally compact, separable metric space, then X is Lindelöf and f£*iX) = {ßX}, a trivial lattice. We will use a similar construction to give an example where S£*iX) is not a lattice.
Let X=N* x W*-{(«, Q) : « e A} where N* denotes the one-point compactification of the integers and W* denotes the space of all ordinals less than or equal to the first uncountable ordinal Í2. ßX=N* x W* and although (a>0, Q), {cu0} = N*-N, does not have a countable base, there isa sequence in ßX-X converging to (oj0, LY) and this is all that is needed. Let 3ix be the decomposition of ßX whose nonsingleton sets are the pairs {(2«-1, LY), (2«, Q)} and ¡%2 the decomposition whose nonsingleton sets are the pairs {(2«, LY), (2«+l, O)}. Both 3>x and S)2 are upper semicontinuous decompositions and thus provide compactifications Yx and Y2 in Cff iX). Since {(«, Q) : n e N} is in ßX-X and converges to (c«0, LY) e X, there can be no upper semicontinuous decomposition of ßX which has an element containing {(«, LY) : n 6 A}. Therefore, Yx and T2 have no g.l.b. in Jf(A'). Since X is pseudocompact, Jf( AT = ■£'*(*'), [6] , and Sf*iX) is not a lattice.
5.8 Even if X is locally compact, ¿C*iX) need not be a sublattice of JfiX) as the following example illustrates.
Let A" be a discrete space of cardinality c. Write X=A u B where /I n £= 0 and /I and B are countable unions of disjoint sets of cardinality c, A=\J?=X Au £ = U°°=1 Bj. Let F be the intersection ring generated by all subsets £<= A'such that either (i) £ is finite,
(ii) X-Fis countable (finite or infinite), (iii) £= Bj for some j, (iv) £= A'-U {£; : j 6 A'} where A' is a finite subset of A.
The family ^={£<= X : F satisfies (i) or (ii)} e &ÍX). (In fact, w(^) is the onepoint compactification of A'.) The family F2 = {F<=X : £ satisfies (iii) or (iv)} is nest generated (for each FeF2, X-FeF2) so by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, the intersection ring !F'2 generated by F2 is also nest generated. Since F=FX + F'2, by
